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The fourth book in the best-selling The World Walker series.Does absolute power corrupt

absolutely?Maybe.Seb Varden is in a good position to find out. Depending on your point of view, he

has either spent a few days, six months, or seventeen years playing a potentially deadly game. At

stake: the freedom of the alien who saved his life, the future of all intelligent species in the universe,

and his sanity. Not only does Seb not fully understand the rules, but itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s just possible the

game itself is rigged. So, business as usual then.
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The series taken as a whole is excellent and worth reading. I didn't enjoy this one book as much as

books 1&2. Most of the book is recapping what happened in the 17 years Seb was away, which

would be fine except the resolution of that adventure is extremely unfulfilling and left more questions

than answers. I wish more time would have been spent showing Mee and Seb together rather than

telling us about their love in summary format. I found the need to constantly reinforce Mee's free

spirit wildness detracted from the end of the book.Minor spoilerAn example ~ Sex is no big deal,

Mee had lovers, Seb had lovers...they don't care, good.But then, I guess to maintain Mee's wildness



persona, Mee shares with Seb the dozens of lovers she took while they were apart. Her thoughts,

Seb should be flattered as she didn't love any of them, for more than a weekend. I don't care about

the sex but this revelation, definitely changes the perception of her wait for him, made her wait for

his return seem less impressive and sacrificial. Not something to feel shame for but certainly not

how her overwhelming care and love was portrayed in book 3. This is was important to me because

it's in such stark contrast to Seb's priorities and his sacrifices for her.It's a minor quibble in an

otherwise good series with tons of big, important questions asked, but few answered.

So yes, book four. Every one of them a quality work in and of itself. I was truly pleased and amazed

at how rapidly he turned them out. I truly hope he takes some time to be with his family and recover.

If you are wondering wether to make the purchase or not, put your mind at ease. I would

recommend getting all four and start with an open mind. You will encounter some moments in the

read where you doubt the author and where the story is heading. Just ride the bus man. Believe me,

he will not betray your trust. He always makes it work way better than you thought it would. I look

forward to reading any of his future works, no matter the subject. His hard work and sincerity are

noted and appreciated.

It's always difficult coming to the end of a well-liked series and this book is no different for the World

Walker series. I wasn't sure what direction the story was taking at the beginning but once it got

going it never stopped! This last book in the series no only concludes the story but also touches on

one of the fundamental questions of humanity; what does it mean to be human? And in my opinion

Mr. Sainsbury does an excellent job answering that question.

Disappointed because I really enjoyed the other books and it just seemed to end with no resolution.

Spoiler alert, the following may reveal plot info. Do the world walkers go to war with the Gyeuk or

not? The whole book, really the whole series, revolves around that question and the series just ends

with no resolution. So many other questions not answered and the worst part is the confusing

ending. I read a lot of science fiction and can't remember the last time I read a book and hit the last

words and said, "What just happened?" I reread it 3 times and still have no idea. Which one was the

real Seb and which the homunculus? It seems to keep changing as the conversation goes on, then

the book moves on and makes it clear that Seb chooses mortality to remain with his family. But then

when he dies he dissolves into a pile of nothingness which would say he abaondoned Mee and left

her with the homunculus. Even weirder she dies and does the same, what is that about? Was she a



homunculus the whole time also. Frustrating to put so much time into a series and have it end with

no resolutions and an ending that can't be figured out. Almost like, "hey just interpret this anyway

that makes you happy."

The first book was an exciting coming-to-power story. The second was about an overpowered hero

who tried to do the right thing. The third was a distraction that bridged the narrative, an interlude, if

you will. It's only befitting that the story ended with something more profound and heartfelt than a

happy ending, and you can only experience it by reading the whole book, from the first page to the

endnotes.

Great book and series. Couldn't put it down but I'm bit bummed it ended with no conclusion of Billy

Joes hypothesis and the new world walkers possible war. I really hope the worlds you created here

don't end with this book. I look forward to a new installment.

The end of a long existence made complicated by unexpected twists and turns. Four books made

worthwhile by a backbone of love and more unknowns than expected. Thanks Ian.

I enjoyed all 4 books, the whole concept is fascinating. I hope Sainsbury takes us back to this world

someday.
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